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Spirit Week is generally associated with Homecoming Week in the fall, however, ASB capitalized 
on our International Week and turned it into a spirit week as well. There were themes from twin 
day to crazy sock day, and some students and staff dressed accordingly. Interestingly, knowing it 
was Spirit Week, I felt like I observed multiple examples of the Tiller spirit throughout the week.  
 
For me, those observations started on Sunday upon arriving at Tustin High School to watch our 
Winterguard perform in competition. Their routine flowed beautifully as they moved about the 
floor with swords, wooden rifles, and flags. I sensed some additional spirit and excitement as 
they performed in front of family and friends in the pavilion.  
 
Spirit showed itself in the pool on Tuesday among Tiller boys and Tiller girls as they approached 
their races with determination and focus; in some cases, swimming their stroke and distance in 
a personal best time.  
 
Girls’ softball showed spirit this week taking on a very good team and playing with them pitch for 
pitch, except for one difficult inning. It is easy to be excited experiencing a win, however, the 
girls’ softball team brought spirit and energy in a difficult loss. 
 
Boys’ baseball also showed spirit this week, even though they also came up short on the 
scoreboard twice against the number one ranked team in Orange County: Cypress High School. 
This program has been a baseball factory for several years, most recently famous for producing 
current Angel baseball player, David Fletcher. On Tuesday, our pitchers showed energy and 
resolve only giving up two hits to a powerful line-up of batters. On Wednesday, the batters 
showed some spirit scoring 7 runs against some impressive pitchers. Although the score in both 
games didn’t end in our favor (0-1in the 1st game), it was great to see our young men facing the 
challenge.  
 
During the Wednesday version of the two-game series, the players had a chance to play in front 
the afore mentioned David Fletcher. He decided to spend a rare off day watching his former team 
play Tustin High School. David has a connection with Tustin as well having played for Head Coach 
Chatman as a child. I was impressed that a young professional baseball player found it worth his 
while to watch a high school game. According to Coach Chatman, David is an excellent example 
of someone with reasonable talent and incredible work ethic. He obviously loves the game and 
the people connected to it, coming back to reconnect with two of his former coaches. There was 
a special spirit to the game on Wednesday as this current professional athlete quietly took in an 
afternoon high school game. There wasn’t a lot of hype, and many people might not even have 
known he was there. He was just a guy watching his former coaches work and enjoying the purity 
of the game. I was grateful for the spirit of our school that allowed that to happen.  
 
Before the baseball game even ended, spirit showed itself in a whole different way just across 
our athletic complex. ASB sponsored a Powder Puff Football game between Juniors and Seniors. 



Don’t let the name fool you- there was nothing fluffy about the game. The girls played hard and 
took the game seriously. Boys’ football players coached the young ladies and taught them all they 
could in three practices. The quality of the play reflected good coaching and focused athletes. 
The girls ran legitimate plays and utilized definite strategy. I appreciated the balance shown 
between having fun and playing hard. The Senior girls won 22 – 0 in what was possibly the first 
of more games in the future. ASB is talking about bringing the tradition back during homecoming 
week next fall. Again, I appreciated the spirit everyone brought to this game, and I think this 
activity would be a great addition next year.  
 
The spirit of the week continued on Thursday with our International Food Fair. Various clubs 
offered an array of foods, most of which represented unique cultural cuisine. Not only did 
students have fun eating the food, but it was neat to see the excitement and energy for those 
who served. It was a great way for clubs to raise some money, but more importantly, it was a 
festive cross-cultural experience.  
 
The boys’ tennis team continued that energy and completed a home league win afterschool on 
Thursday. The win sets up a show down next week when they will have the opportunity to earn 
a CIF bid, which might possibly be the first in school history.  
 
Later that night, our band program hosted the annual District Showcase in our sports pavilion. 
All three TUSD high schools and Columbus Tustin Middle School brought their drumlines and 
Winterguards together to create an impressive program. Tustin High School even added a 
percussion ensemble to the mix, creating an even more dynamic texture to the program.  
 
Watching our groups perform last night generated excitement for today. The drumline and 
Winterguard will perform at the International Assembly this morning, and all of our students will 
have an opportunity to see these unique sounds and visuals created by these groups. Both of 
these are competitive groups, but last night it was all about the spirit of music and movement 
without the stress of competition. The International Assembly will have a similar dynamic; it 
won’t be about ratings or status. This assembly is about celebrating the spirit, dedication, and 
talent of our unique students.  
 
On my long commute home from school last night (all of 5 minutes), I reflected on the beauty, 
focus, and spirit I observed this week. Out of habit, I flipped on the radio in time to catch a couple 
of “at bats” from an Angel baseball game. As I pulled into the driveway, guess who whacked the 
ball into the outfield for a single? Yep, David Fletcher. It seemed like a fitting end to this week 
and reminded me what a privilege it is to be a Tiller. 
 
Go Tillers!  
 
Dr. Jon Tuin 
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